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The role and limitations of retrospective investigations of factors possibly
associated with the occurrence of a disease are discussed and their
relationship to forward-type studies emphasized. Examples of situations
in which misleading associations could arise through the use of inappropriate control groups are presented. The
of misleading associations may be minimized by controlling or matching on factors which
could produce such associations; the statistical analysis will then be
modified. Statistical methodology is presented for analyzin retrospective study data, including chi-square measures of siatistica significance of the observed association between the disease and the factor
under study, and measures for interpreting the association in terms of an
increased relative risk of disease. A n extension of the chi-square test
to the situation where data are subclassified b y factors controlled in the
relative risk formula, R, is presented and
analysis is given. A
disc~lssedin connection with t e problem of weighting the individual subcategory relative risks according to their importance or their precision.
Alternative relative-risk formulas, RI Rs, Rs, and Rc which require the
cqlculation of subcategory-adjusted proportions o i
among +seared persons and controls for the computation
lheo relative
lactor
risks, are discussed. While these latter formulas may be useful in many
instances they may be biased or inconsistent and are not, in fact, averages of tLe relative risks observed in the separate subcategories. O n l y
the relative-risk formula, R,of those presented, can be viewed as such an
The relationship of the matched-sample method to the subave?e*ication approach is .indicated. The statistical methodolo y preclassi
sented is'illustrated with examples from a study of women with epi ermoid
and undifferentiated pulmonary carcinoma.-J.
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A retrospective study of disease occurrence may be defined ae one in
which the detmgination .of agsociation of a disease with some factor is
based on an unusually high or low frequency of that factor among diseased
persons. This contrasts with a forward study in which one looks instead
I
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for an-unusually high or low occulie=lceof the disease among.individuab
possessing the factor in question. E;& approach has its advantages.
Amoig.. tbe deskable attributes of the retrospective study is the ability
yield results from prcjent'ly collectible dbta, whereas the forward study
usually requires future observation of individuals over an extended period
(this is not dways true; if the status of individuals can be determined
as of some psat date, the dste for a forward study may already be'%
hand). The rst~ospec6iveapproach is also adapted to the limited resources
of an individual htvestig&fOrand places premiiUI1 on the formulation of
hypotheses for tmting, rather than on facilities for dafa collection. For
especially rare dheajses a retrospective study may be the only feasible
approach, since the forward study may prove too expensive to consider
and the study size required to obtain a respectable number of cases
completely unmansgetbble.
I n the absence of important biases in the study setting, the retrospective method muld be regarded, according to sound s%atisficdtheory, as
the study method af choice. This follows from the much reduced sample
s&es required by this approach and may be i l l u s t r ~ t dby the following
extreme example. If a disease attack rate of 10 per 100,000 among 50
percent of the populhion free of some factor were incremed tenfold among
the other hedf of the papulation subject to the factor, a retrospective study
of 100 cmes. and 100 controls would, with high probsbility, reveal this
sigdcsintly increased risk. On the other hand, a f o r w d study covering 2,000 persons, half with ctnd half without the fwtor, would almost
certainly fd to detect a ~ignificrtntdifference. For comparable qbility
to find the type of increased risk just indicated, a forward study would
need to wver &bout500 times as many individuals as the corresponding
retrospecti~estudy, The disparity in the required number of persons to
be studied could, of course, be reduced by lengthening the follow-up period
for fornard studies to inmase the experience in terms of person-years
observed. The I w e r sample size required for thb forward study reflects
principally the infrequent ooculrrence of the disease entity under invatigation. En the atmaple Uuatrcbted,~unmvering100crtses of disease in a forward. ahdp would. ~equire&hsr lOO,OOO individutds w i t h the fwtor or
1,000,000 without. For &wes with a higher pl?oI>ability of occurrence
r&mspe&h and forward studies
the ~zPsif.yiu required size betwo* be progrdvely r e d d .
The m-ectim
study might be looked upon as a natural extension
of the practice of physicians since the time of Hippocratea, ta take case
histories as an aid to diagnosis. Itg guise has varied with respect to the
means of measuring the prevalence of the suspect factor among diseased
persons and the criteria for detemining unusual departures from normal
experience. When an aasoaiation is so marked, as in Percival Pott's
observations on the representstion of chimney sweeps among wee of
scrota1 cancer, no fwtber quantitative data are required to perceive it9
sigPlfic8nc8.
The mfrospective spproach,hasaften been employad in atudim of com-
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municable diseases, one illustration being SIIOW'S observations (1) on a
commo~
water supply for cholera cases in a n area served by several sources
(there would have been no element of unusualness had there been but one
water supply). When a disease is epidemic in a circumscribed locality,
the disease-free population in the same area offers a natural contraat. The
method may be used successfully for endemic diseases as well. Holmes,
in reaching his conclusions on the communicable nature of puerperal fever
(9), noted particularly that a large number of women with puerperal fever
had been attended by the same physicians. In this context it should be
emphasized that communicable disease investigations have often combined retrospective and 'finward study methods. For example, Snow
supplemented his retrospective observations on water supply by a contrast of cholera rates among subscribers of the Southwark and VaiSxhall
water company with the experience of persons served by the Lambeth
water company within the same area.
When a disease occurs sporadically, or its occurrence is not confined to
a well-defined group (such as women at childbirth), a choice of controls
is not immediately evident. For cancer and other diseases characterized
by high fatality rates, a study restricted to decedents might use persons
dying from other causes as controls. Rigoni Stern adopted this technique in deducing the relationship of cancer of the breast and of the
uterus to pregnancy history (3). Some contemporarg studies have also
used deaths from other causes as controls (4,6).
The present-day controlled retrospective studies of cancer date from
the Lane-Claypon paper on breast cancer published in 1926 (6). This y
report is significant in setting forth procedures for selecting matched "
hospital controls and relating them to a consideration of study objectives.
Retrospective techniques have since been applied in several investigations
of cancer, including the following partial list of current references for a
few primary sites: bladder (7-lo), breast (11-13), celrvix (13-16), larynx
(17, 18), leukemia (18), lung (18, 20-87), and stomach (13, 98-80).
Statisticians have been somewhat reluctant to discuss the analyak of
data gathered by retrospective techniques, possibly because their fraining emphasizes the importance of defining a universe and specifying d e s
for counting events or drawing samples possessing ~ t a i nproperties.
To them, proceeding from ll&ect to cause," with its consequent lack of
specificity of a study population at risk, seems an unnatural approach.
Certainly, the retrospective study raises some questions concerning the
representative nature of the cases and controls in a given situation which
cannot be completely satisfied by intend examination of aqy n;nde set
of data.
Only 8 few published papare have frmted the statistid aspects of
retrospective studies. Cornfield discussed the problem in terms of estimated measures of relative and a h l u f e risks arieing from contrasb of
persons with and without s p d e d characteristic~(31). H
is paper was
concerned with the simple situation of a homogeneuus population of cases
and controls, presumably aEke in dl characteristics except the one undar
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kvestigatio~,.which could be represented by a single contingency table.
En a later contriibution he handed the problem of controlling for other
variables by adjusting the distribution of controls to the observed distribution of cases (16). Dorn briefly mentions retrospective studies with
emphasis on such topics as sources of data, choice of controls, and validity
of inferences ($9).
This paper presents a method for computing relative risks for retrim&
spective study contrasts, which controls for the effects of other va~iables
by use of the basic statistical principle of subclassification of data. The
related problem of significance testing is also considered. Since details
of statistical treatment are conditioned by study objectives, data collectiop methods, choice of a control series, and the use of matched or unmatched confrols, these topics are also discussed briefly.
Objectives

Retrospective studies are relatively inexpensive and can pray a valuable
role as scouting forays to uncover leads on hitherto unknown effects,
which can then be explored further by other techniques. The effects niay
be novel and not suggested by existing data, as in the pioneer work on the
association of smoking andlung cancer or the association of blood type
and gastric cancer, or they may represent refinements of current knowledge. TZie latter category might include collection of lifethe residence
and/or work histories to elaborate Merences in incidence and mortality
which appew when some diseases are classified by last place of residence
\
or last occupation of the newly diagnosed case or decedent.
With &seasea of low incidence the controlled retrospective study &ay
be the only feasible approach. Here emphasis should be placed on
assembling rmulta from severd studies. B'efore accepting a finding and
offering an interpretation, scientific caution calls for ascertaining whether
it can ble repm&ced by others and in other administrative settings having
their own peedim birtises.
A primary g o d is tb reach the same m l w h irt a retrospective study
as mdd ~ V &em
L sbtiz5mdjFom afomard study, if of i e Rad been done. Even
when obser'vfttions kbr' a famad ~tua'yhave been collected, a supplementary ret~ospectiVedppyoach to the s&mebody of material may prove
useful in collecting riaore data on points not covered in the original study
dwi* ak in tubplifag stygathe ass;ocitxtiohsappearing in the initial
forward.s6udy results.
The findings of a retrospective study are necessarily in the form of
statements about associations between diseases and factors, rather than
about cause and &ect relationships. This is due to the inability of the
retrospective study to distinguish among the possible forms of association--cause and &wt, association due to common causes, etc. Similar
diflicultiea of interpretation arise in forward studies as well. A forward
study, to avoid these diEculties, would need to,be pedomed with the
precisenw.of a: hborstoq aperimefit. For exa'jmple, sucE a study of
associations with ai&d,t~btesmoking wdddd
rdqthaE an b~estigator
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rgndomly wign his subjects in advance to the various smoking categories,
rather than simply note the cztegoriss to which they belong. The
l
of such an enterprise are evident.
inherent p r ~ t i c a c~fficuities
In addition to the failings shared with the forward study, the retrospective study is further exposed to misleading associations arising from
the circumstances under which test and control subjects are obtained.
The retrospective .study picks up factors iwsociated with becoming a
diseased or a disesse-free wbjed, rather than simply factors associated
with presence or absence of the disease. The difliculties in this regard
may be most pronounced'when the study group represents a cross section
of patients alive at any time (prevalence), including some who have been
ill for a, long period. Inclusion of the latter may lead to identification
of items associated with the course of the illness, unrelated to increased
or decreased risk of developing the disease. The theoretical point has
been raised that factors conducive to longer survival of patients may be
found in "prevalence" samples and interpreted erroneously as being
associated with excess liability to the disease ($3). Loopholes of this
type are minimized when investigations are restricted to samples of
newly diagnosed patients (incidence).
A partial remedy for these uncertainties lies in employing a conservative approach to interpretation of the associations observed. Recognizing
the ease with which associations may be influenced by extraneous factors,
the investigator may require not only that the measure of relative risk
be significantly daerent from unity but also that it be importantly
different. He may, for instance, require that the data indicate an
incre'ased relative risk for a characteristic of at least 50 percent, on the
assumption that an excess of this magnitude would not arise from extraneous factors alone. However, the use of such conservative procedures
emphasizes a corresponding need to pinpoint the disease entity under
study. A strong relationship between a factor and a disease entity
might fail to be revealed, if the entity was included in a larger, less welldefined, disease category. After the event from data now at hand,
we know that a study of the association of cigarette smoking with epidermoid and undifferentiated pulmonary carcinoma is more revealing
than an inquiry covering all histologic types of lung ~ancer.
Multiple Compahon Problem

The presentday retrospective study is usually concerned with investigating a variety of associations with a disease, little effort being involved
in acquiring, within limits, added information from respondents. The
results may be analyzed in a number of ways: the various factors may
be investigated separately, without regard to the other factors; they may
be investigated in conjunction with each other, a particular conjunction
being considered a factor in its own right; or, more commonly, a factor
may be tested with control for the presence or absence of other factors.
Thus, if the role of cigarette smoking and coffee drinking in a given
disease me under study, the possible comparisons include the relative
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risk of &ease for individuals who both smoke and drim as opposed
to a l l other'persons, or as opposed to those who neither smoke, nor drink
coffee. In addition, the relative risk associated with smoking might be
obtamed separately for kinkers and nondrinkers of coffee, with a weighted
average of these two relative risks constituting still another item. Conversely, risks associated with coffee drinking, with adjustments for cigaret,
smoking, could be computed.
The potential comparisons A i n g from a comprehensive retrospective
study can be large. h o s t any reasonable level of statis4id significance
used to test a single contrast, when applied to a long series of contrasts,
will, with a high degree of probability, result in some contrasts testing
significant, even in the absence of any real associations. The usual
prescription Eor coping with this multiple comparison problem-recjuiring
individual cornparitsons to test significant at an extreme probability level
to reduce the number of associations incorrectly asserted to be true-would result only in making real associations dif6cult to detect.
However, the multiple comparison problem exists only when inferences
are to be drawn from a singlo set of data. If the purpose of the retrospective study is to uncover leads for fuller investigation, it becomes
clear there is no real multiple significance testing problem-a single
retrospective study does not yield conclusions, only leads. Also, the
problem does not exist when several retrospective and other type studies
are at hmd, since the inferences will be based on a collation of evidence,
the degree of agreement and reproducibility among studies, and their
consistency with other tygies of available evidence, and not dn the
findings of a single study.
Nevertheless, it would be wise to employ testing procedures which do
not lead to a superabendan~eof potential clues from. any one study.
This may be aehieved by employing nominal significance levels in testing
factors of p r i x u q interest incorporated into the design of an investigation
and applying more stringent significance tests to comparisons of secondary
interest or to comparisons suggested by the data. For the usual problem
of multiple significance testing, this would be equivalent to allocating a
large part of the desired risk of erroneous acceptance of an associstion as
real to a small p u p of coqarisons where fruitful results were anticipated,
and parceling out tihe remainder of the available risk to the large bulk of
conzprerisons of a more sesondary nature. This minimizes the risk of
diluting, through inclusion of many secondary comparisons, the chances
for detecting an important primary effect.
6

Representative Nature of Data

The fundamental assumption underlying the analysis of retrospective
data is that the assembled cases and controls are representative of the
universe defined for investigation. This obligates the investigator*not
o d y to examine the data which are the end product but also to go behind
the scenes and evaluate the forces which have channeled the material to
his attention, includingsuch itams as local practices of referral to special-
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ists and hospitals snd the patient's condition and the effect of these i t e m
on the probability of diagnosis or hospital admission. We re-emphasize
that this requires the exercise of judgment on the,potential magnitude of
biases and as to whether they could result in factors seeming to be related
to a diseme, in the absence of a real association of the factor with presence
or absence d the disease. The'd~ngerof bias may be greatest in working
with material from a single diagnostic source.or institution.
Among the more important practical considerations affecting retrospective studies is'that they are ordinarily designed to follow the line of
least resistance in obtaining case and control histories. This means that
cases and controls will often be hospital patients rather than persons in
the general population outside hospitals. As a result, any factor which
increases the probability that a diseased individual will be hospitalized
for the disease may mistakenly be found to be associated with the disease.
For example, Berkson ($4) and White ($6) have pointed out that p k t i v e
ussociation between two diseases, not present in the general population,
may be produced when hospital admissions alone are studied, because
persona with a combination of complabts are mare likely to require
hospital treatment. In theory, bias might also be produced in reverse
manner, if the suspect factor diminished the probability of hospitalization
for other diagnoses used as controls. The diaculties are not unique for
hospital patients. Similar loopholes in interpretation may be advanced
for any special groups used as sources of cases and controls.
However, a mere catalogue of biases arising from the possibly unrepresentative nature of a sample of cases and controls should not ipso
facto invalidate any study findings. This is a substantive issue to be
resolved on its merits for a specific invatigation. Collateral evidence
may provide information on the potential magnitude of bias and the size
of spurious associations which could result. In some situations the
difFerence between cases and controls may be so great that postulation
of an unreasonably large bias would be required. Whether he consciously
recognizes it or not, the investigator must alwap balance the risks
confronting him and decide whether it is more important to detect an
effect, when present, or to reject findings, when they may not reflect the
true situation. If opportunities for further testing mist, one should not
be too hasty in rejecting an association as an artifact arising from the
method of data collection, and in foreclosing exploration of a potentially
fruitful lead.
Because of the important role retrospective studies play in studies of
human genetics, mention may be made of a bias frequently encountered
in studies dealing with the f d a l distribution of diseases. A frequently
used procedure takes a group of diagnosed casee for a disease in question
and a group of controls and compares the prevalence of thk disease among
relatives of the probands and controls. The bias arises from the unrepresentative nature of the probands with respect to familial distributisn and
is known in other fields as "the problem of the index case" or "the effect
of method of ascartainment." It has long been recognized that the
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charawte&stios for a random sample of families will differ from those far
families to whom the investigator's attention has been directed beeause
the family rosters hclude individuals selected for study on the basis of a
specified attribute. For example, data on family size (number of
children) obtained from siblings, rather than parents, are biased, since
two or three potential index cases are present in the population for twoand three-child families as opposed to one for one-child families and n o s
for childless couples. The analogy for disease occurrence is apparent.
Families with two or three cases of the disease under study may have
double or triple the prohbility of being represented by individuals in
source material and having a representative selected as a proband than
families with only one case. An appropriate analy& for this situation
in studies of family size and birth order has been discussed by Greenwood
and Yule ($6))which takes account of the probability of family representation in proband data. Haenszel (87) has applied their correction
to gastric-cancer data reported by Videbaek and Mosbech (88) and found
the correction to reduce the originally reported fourfold excess of gastric
cancer among relatives of probands, as compared to relatives .of contrds,
to one of about 60 percent.
One remedy for the weakness of the retrospective approach to problems
involving association of diseases and familial distribution would be to
place greater reliance on forward observations of defined cohorts for
data on these topics.
Controls
While easier accessibility to and lesser expense of hospital contrbls are
important considerations, they should not deter one from collecting. control data for a sample representing a more general population, if the latter
are demonstrably superior. Some of the uncertainties about the superiority of hospital or general population controls arise from the need to
maintain comparability in responses. The dependence of retrospective
studies on comparability of responses from cases and controls cannot be
overemphasized. When more accurate answers can be obtained from
controls in a medical-care environment, the gain in comparability of
responses for these controls could outweigh the other advantages to be
derived from the more representative nature of general population controls.
The difBculties may be illustrated by the experience with smoking
histories. Hospital controls invariably yield a higher proportion of
smokers for each sex.than controls of comparable age drawn from the
general population (127). Does this mean more complete smoking histories
are collected in hospitals or does it imply that smokers have higher hospital
admission rates? 'If the first alternative is correct, hospital controls are
the appropriate choice for measuring the association of smoking history
with a given disease. The second alternative calls for general population
controls and in this situation the use of hospital controls yields underestimates of the degree of association.
Dual hospital and general population controls would have some merit.
If'kontrol data from the two sources were in sgreement, this would rule
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out some alternative interpretations of the findings. In the event of disagreement, its extent could be m e s u e d and alternate calculations made
on the degree of association between an event ttnd a suspect aatecedent
characteristic. Where the two sets of controls lead to substant~dydifferent results, a cautious and conservative interpretation is indicated.
Some topios, such as those bearing on sex practices and use of alcohol,
may be amenable to study only within a clinical setting, and the collection of general population data on these items may prove impractical.
The limitations of general population controls in this r e g d may have
been overstressed, and empirical trials to test what information can be
collected in household sufveys should be encouraged instead of dismissing
the possibility with no investigation whatsoever. Whelpton and Freedman, for example, have reported some success in collecting histories of
contraceptive practices in interviews of a random sample of housewives
(39)

When hospital controls are chosen, some precautions may be built idto
the study. Within .limitations on the nature of controls imposed by a
study hypothesis, controls drawn from a wide variety of dibeases ox admission diagnoses should be preferred. This permits examination of the
distribution of the study characteristics amon& subgroups to check on
internal consistency or variation among controls. This affords protection
against two sources of error: a) attributing an association to the disease
under investigation, when the effect is really linked to the diagnosis from
which controls were drawn, and b) failure to detect an effect because both
the study and control diseases are associated with the suspect factor. \
The latter is far from impossible. Both tuberculosis and bronchitis have '
exhibited association with smoking history and the use of one disease or
the other as a control could easily lead to missing the association with
smoking history. Similarly, patients with coronary artery disease would
not constitute suitable controls for a study of the relationship of smoking
and bladder cancer and &e versa, since the investigator would probably
conclude that smoking was not related to either disease, when in truth it
appears related to both. When there is definite evidence that two diseases
are associated, for example, pernicious anemia and stomach cancer, the
use of one as a control for the other is contraindicated; unless the study is
specially designed to elucidate some aspects of the relationship.
It is always advantageous to include several items in a questionnaire
for which general population data are available. This could be considered
a partial substitute for dual hospital and general population controls.
Disparity among cases, hospital controls, and general population controls
on several general characteristics unrelated to the study hypothesis may
be regarded as warning signah of the unrepresentative nature of the
hospital cases and controls.
Where possible, interviews should be conducted without knowledge
of the identity of cases and controls to guard against interviewer bias,
although administrative reasons will often prevent attainment of "blind"
interviewe. In coopefative studies employing several interviewers, the
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magnitude of bterviewer him may be diminished, since it is unlikely
interviewers will share the same bias in concert. I n special
ttat
circumstances, such as those prevailing at. Roswell Pazk Memorial
Institute, admissions may be interviewed before diagnosis, and hence
before the identity of cases and controls is established. This feature
requires a comprehensive, general purpose interview routinely admink
isfered to all aidmksions, which may restrict its use to publicly supported
institubions-diagnosingand treating neoplastic diseases or other specialized
disease entities. S e v e d epidemiological contiibutions for specific cancer
sites have been bssed on the unique control data available from Roswell
Park Memorial Institute (9, 11, lB, SO, 40-4S), which are particularly
valuable for collation with studies depending on more conventiona1
sources of controls to evaluate interviewer bias and related issues.
Some patients interviewed as diagnosed cases will subsequently have
their diagnoses changed. This may be turned to advantage. If scrutiny
of the data for the erroneously diagnosed group reveals they had histories
resembling those for the control rather than the case series, as Doll and
Hill found in their study of smoking and lung cancer (Zl), this would
eonstitute evidence against interviewer bias.
I n investigations of a cancer site the association of a factor may often
be restricted to a specific histologic type or a well-defined portion of an
organ. The finding that epidermoid and undifferentiated pulmonary
carcinoma is more strongly related to smoking history than adenocarcinoma of the lung is now well established. The range of explanations
for the observed deficit of epidermoid carcinoma of the cervix in JesTish
women as compared to other white women is greatly circumscribedbby
the presence of about equal numbers of adenocarcinoma of the corpus in
both groups. When these k e r diagnostic details or their significance are
unknown to the interviewer, another check on interviewer bias is provided.
Furthermore, the confirmation in repeated studies of an association
limited to a specific histologic type or a detailed site will lend credence
to an etiological interpretation of the association. Repeated confirmation is an essential element. Otherwise, a very specific association may
be a reflection of the multiple comparison'problem; if enough contrasts
are created by fractionation of a single set of data, some apparently
s i d c a n t result is likely to appear. For this reason it would be desirable
to reproduce such provocative results as Wynder's finding that use of
alcohol was more strongly associated with cancer of the extrinsic larynx
than of the intringc larynx (18), and Billington's report that prepyloric
and cardiac neoplasms of the stomach were associated with blood group
A and those located in the fundus with blood group 0 (4).
Discussion of matched eontrols in relation to the analysis m d the
computation of relative risks is deferred to a later section. One consideration on matched controls rtsiskg in the planning m d development
of a study should be mentioned here. Obviously, if the risk of disease
changes with age m apparent association of the dieease with other agerelated factors may result. Other apparent asaociatione with race, sex,
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nativity, etc., may arise in a similar manner. In devising rules for
selecting controls, those factors known or strongly suspected to be relahd
to disease occurrence shodd be taken into account if unbiased and more
precise tests of the significance of the factors under investigation are
desired. A sensible rule is to match those factors, such as age and sex,
the effect of which may be conceded in advance and for which strong
evidence is available from other sources, such as mortality data and
morbidity surveys. When a factor is matched, however, it is eliminated
as an independenf study variable; it can be used only as a control on
other factors. This suggests caution in the amount of matching attempted,
If the effect of a factor is in doubt, the preferable strategy will be not to
match but to control it in the st~tisticalanalysis. While the logical
absurdity of attempting to measure an effect for a factor controlled by
matching must be obvious, it is surprising how often investigators must
be restrained from attempting this.
When a minimum of matching is involved, the importance of establishing, precisely and in advance, the method by which controls are
selected for study increases. The rule should be rigid and unambiguous
to avoid creating effects by subconscious selection and manipulation of
controls. The problem is similar to that encountered in therapeutic
trials where a protocol spelling out all the contingencies and actions to
be taken in advance is, along with random assignment of cases and controls, the major bulwark against bias.
To reduce interview time and expense there are advantages in procedures for selecting controls which permit a case and the corresponding
controls to be interviewed in a single session, particularly if travel to
several institutions is involved. In practice, this favors selecting controls
from a hospital patient census rather than from hospital admission lists.
The diiliculty with hospital admissions is that there is no guarantee that
the controls will be available in the hospital a t the time the diagnosed
case is interviewed. This point seems more important than the fact
that patients with diagnoses requiring long-term stays are overrepresented
in a current hospital census (4).If the latter is an important issue, it
may be handled in analysis through subclassification of controls by
diagnosis.
Normdy there will be little diiliculty in reconckng thqm considerations into a harmonious set of rules. The items to be matched often
lend themselves to a procedure for specifying controls. In a recent
study on female lung cancer we found that the definition of two controls
as the next older and the next younger women in the same hospital
service, present on the day the case was interviewed, met the requirements
just outlined (87). The controls were uniquely defined, the records
establishing their identity were readily available on the service floor,
interviews could be completed. in one day, and a provision for balancing
ages of cases and controls was incorporated. Simultaneous interviews
of cases and controls may be more than an administrative convenience.
If the prevalenoe of the sseociated factor is rapidly shifting over time,
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f a i I m to con'trol time of interview could &cure

or exaggerate an

To progress furthcir, q u d t i n s an the representative nature of the case
and contml series must h v e been resolved &rnatively.
With this
condition in mind., let us suppdse that a controlled retrospective s t d y
has been conhcfied and that the number of diseased cases, Nl, consists
of A individuals with the factor being investigated and B free of the
Ptbctor, while the number of controls, N2,consists of C individuals with,
and D individuals without the factor. Let MI = A
C, M2= B D,
T = Nl N2 = Mi Ma = A B C D. What statistical evidence is there for the presence of an association and what is an appropriate measure of the stmngth of the association?
A commonly em.I&l'oyedstathtieal test of association is 6he chi-square
test on the d 8 e r e n c ~between the cases and contiols in the proportion of
individuals having the factor under test. A corrected chi square may be
calculated routinely as

+

+

+

+ + +

+

and tesC6d as a chi square with 1 degfee of freedom in the usud manner.
A s-sted
measure of the strength of the association of the disease
with the factor is the apparent risk of the disease for those with the
factor, relative to the risk for those without the factor. 0on3ider that
a popdation falls into the four possible categories and in the proportions
indicated by the following table:
With factor
With disease
Free of disease

ps

Total

PI +pr

'

Free of
factor
Po
pr

f'l

pi

+ p4

Total
PI
pa

++ ptp4
1

The proportion of persoas with the factor having the disease is
Pl/(Pl
Pa), while the corresponding proportion for those free of the
factor is P2/(P2 PJ . Relatively then, the risk of the disease for those
with the factor is Pl(P2
PJ/P2(Pl
Pa). Chi a sampling basis this
quantity may be 0stimated either by drawing a sample of the general
populgtion and estimating PI, P2,Pa, and P4 therefrom or estimating
Pl/(Pl
Pa) and P2/(P2 PJ seP@ately from &implea of persons with,
and persons free of, the factor.
It may be noted, however, that if the relative risk as defined equals
unity, then the quantity PlPJPZa w i l l also equal unity. Further, for
diseases of low incidence where the values for P1 and P2 are small in
comparison with Paand P4it follows, as hasbeen pointed out by Cornfield
( S l ) , that PlPJPaP8 is also a dose itpproximation to the relative risk.
This latter approximate relative risk can properly be estimated from
the two sample approaches described or from samples drawn on a retrospective baais; that is, separate samples of persons with, and persons
free of, the diseaae. The sample proportioni of persons with, and free

+

+

-+

+

+

+

of, the factor in the mtimspective approlrch provide estimafes of
P,/(Pl P,) and of Pd(Pl+ Fa h~t
the sample having the disease and
of PJ(Pa PJ and of PJ(Pa PJ h m the distwefree sample. The
egtimate of PlPJPza is obtained by appropriate multiplication and

+

+

+

-

division of these four quantities.
Whichever of the three methods of sampling is employed, the estimate
of the approximate relative risk, PIPJP#I, reduces simply to AD/BC, 4
where A, B, C, and D are defined in the &er
stated in the k t paragraph- of this d o n . Blso, the chiqume teat of association given,
which is essentially a test of whether or not the relative risk is unity, is
equally applicable to all three sampling methods.
In the foregoing the two basic statistical tools' of the epidamiologist
for retrospective studies, the chisquare significance test and the measure
of a relative risk, have been described for a relatively simple situation,
one in which to all intents there is a single homogen& population.
The more complex situations confronting the epidemiologist in actual
practice and the corresponding modifications in the statistical procedures
will be presented.
Two other statistical problems may be noted here. One is the determination of how large a retrospective study-to conduct. This depends
on how sure we wish to be that the study will yield clear evidence that the
relative risk is not unity, when it in fact difF815 from unity to some important degree. ~ ~ ~ l i & i ofo nthis statistical technique requires reinterpreting a relative risk greater than unity into the corresponding
difference between the diseased and the disease-free groups in the prop;tion of perso~mwith the factor. For example, suppose in attack rate o*
20 percent, given a normal rate of 10 percent, is worth uncovering. Suppose further that the factor associated' with the in'creased disease rate
&ects 20 percent of the population. The population would tben be
distribufed as follows:
'

With diaeaae
Free of disesae

With factor

Free of
factor

P1=4%
P1=16%

Pt=8%
P.=72%

20%

m%

Total

Tdal

The required retrospective study should be large enough to -difFerentiate
between a 33.3 percent [PJ(Pa Pa] relative frequency of the factor
among diseased individnals and an 18.2 percent [Pd(Pa+PJ]relative frequency among disam+h individuals. The usual procedures for determining required sample sises to difFerentiate between two
proportions are applicable in this situation.
While rigorous extansion of this procedure to the mom complex situations to be considered is not tam h $ e , it can readily be adapted to
secure appximations of the nmm&y study she. One migPht, for
exmple, start by mtimating the o v m 4 quirtid sample sim fallowing
the promdm just indicated far differmthhg betaman
ample
pn,poai~ns,
tht cases and can-axel hamwml)c9 rith

+

*
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respect to factors other than the one under investigation. Suppose on an
over-all basis it is determined that the study should include E: = 200
disease cases and N2 = 200 controls, but that the study data will ,be subclassified for purposes of analysis. Ignoring mathematical complications
resulting from variations in binomial parameter vdues within individual
sGbclassifications, we may interpret the a;bove values of Nl and N2 as
roughly meaning that the total information required for ,the study i?
NlN2/(Nl N2) = 100. The objective should then be to assign values
to Nli and Nzi to obtain a total score of 100 for the cumdated information
over all the subclassifications, XN;iN2i/(Nli
where Nli and Nar
are the number of cases and controls in the ith subclassXcation.
This formulation of required total information bringa out some aspects
of retrospective study planning which are considered later in this,paper.
For instance, if any Nit or Nzi is zero, no information is available from
that particular categoky. Much of the benefit of a large Nli (or NZi)in
any particular category is lost if the corresponding N2i (or Nli) is small.
It is normally desirable to have Nli and Ndi values commensurate with
each other; for fixed totals, XNli and 2Nz0 the total information in an
investigation will be at a maximum if the degree of crossmatching is equal
in all subclassifications with a constant case-control ratio of z N ~ ~ / E N ~ ~ .
Maintaining a fixed case-control ratio among categories need not preclude
assigning more cases and controls to specific categories. Larger numbers
may be desired for categories of crucial interest to the study or for categories which represent greater segments of the population.
The information formula also reveals the limits for adjusting the relative
numbers of diseased and control cases. I t shows that if the numbef of
controls (N2)becomes indefinitely large, the required Nl value can at most
be reduced only by a factor of 2. Furthermore, this reduction in required
diseased cases may be insbpropriate if one wishes to obtain clear results
for the separate subcategories.
The study size reqnirements suggested by the information formula may
be seriously in error if the binomial parameters show excessive variation
among subcategories. Ordinary precautions, however, should servo to
keep the formula useful. In some situations it may be desirable to modify
the information formula indicated above to reflect the contribution due
to variation in the binomial parameters involved.
The second statistical procedure involves setting reasonable limits on
the relative risk when it is in fact digerent from unity. For the homogeneous case considered, formulas for such limits have been published in
(46). The cbi-square test as stated is essentially a test of whether or not
the confidence limits include unity. Extension of this procedure to more
complex cases is fairly involved and depends primarily on the measure of
relative risk adopted. I n the absence of a clear justification for any single
measure of over-all relative risk, the burden of extremely involved computation of confidence limits in such cases would not seem warranted.
Instead, we feel tbat emphasis should be directed to obtaining an over-all
measure of risk, coupled with an over-all test of statistical significance.

+

+
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Statistical PrOeedurea for Factor G n t d

A major problem in any epidemiological study io the avoidance of spurious assacistiops. It,has been remarked that where the risk of disease
changes with age, apparent association of the dhease with other agerelated factors can resdt. Eowever, there are appropriate statistical
procedump for controlling those factors known or suspected to be related
to disease occurrence. They serve not only to remove biw from the
investigatio~but, in addition, can add to its precision.
Two simple procedures for obtaining factor control may b
t be mentioned. One is simply to restrict the investigation to individuals homogeneous on the factors to be controlled. For this situation the statistical
procedures already outlined would be appro&ate. The pdtential number
of individusla available for such a study would, of course, be sharply
restricted.
There is also the matching case method. A sample of N diseased
individuals is drawn and the characteristics of each individual noted with
respeck to the control factors. Subsequeqtly, a sample of N well individuals is drawn, with each individual matched on the control factors to
one of the diseased individuals. The statistical procedures to be presented
can be shown to corer the matched-sample approach as a special case,
and a discussion of the analysis of such data will be given in that context.
Some difiiculties of the matched-sample study may be mentioned here.
One is that when matching is made on a large number of factors, not even
the fiction of a random sampling of control individuals can be maintained.
Instead, one must be grateful for each matching control availabla,
Another difiiculty is that the method cannot be applied to factors under
control, since diseased and control individuals are idintical with respect
to these factors. Conversely, factors under study in matched samples
cannot themselves be controlled statistically. They can be analyzed
separately or in particular conjunctions but cannot be employed as control
factors.
An alternative to case matching is to draw independent samples of
cases and controls, and adjust for other factors in the analysis. This
approach requires simply the classification of individuals according to the
various control and study factors desired, and an analysis for each separate
subclassification as well as an appropriate s u m m q analysis. Its success
will depend on a reasonable degree of cross-matching between obse&ations
on diseased and control persons. In a small study various devices for
reducing the number of subclwifications and for increaiing the chances of
cross-matching may be necessary, including a limit on the number of
factors on which individuals are classified in any one analysis and the use
of broad categories for any particular classiiication. Thus, a 10-year
interval for age classification might permit a 'reasonable degree of crossmatching, whereas a 1-month interval would not.
The need for some degree of deliberate mafching, even when the
dtuwilication approach is employed, can be 'seen. If the disease under
consideration occurs at advanced ages, little cross-matching would result
'

IL
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if cont~olswere selected from the general population.. The remedy lies in
deliberately. selecting controls from the same age groups anticipated for
persons with the disease, perhaps even nt&tchigon9 or inore controls on
age for each diseased person. This principle can be extended tt, matching
on several control factors, solely for the purpose of increasing the a n t of
cross-matching in !lie amlysis.
One of the subtle efEects which can occur in a retrospective study, evdn
with careful planfig, may be pointed out. I t can'be shown, for instance,
that within a given age intervail the average dge of individuals with cancer
of certain sites will be greater than tbe average age of individuals from the
general population in the same age interval. This can arise when incidence
increases rapidly with age and may pose a serious problem with broad age
intervds. This effect can be &set by close matching of cases and controls
on age in drawing samples, even though they are cIassified by a broad age
category in the analysis.
When a random sample of diseased and disease-free individuals is
classified according to various control factors the'distribution of the factor
under study within the ith classification may be represented as follows:
with factor

Free of
factor

Total

With disease
Free of disease

Ai

ci

Bi
Di

NIi
Nzi

Total

MIi

Mar

Ti

Within this subgroup the approximate relative risk associated wi*, the
disease may be written as AfDi/BfC,. One may compare the obsetved
number of diseased persons having the factor, A,, with its expectation
Ti.
under the hypothesis of a relative risk of unity, E(Af)=Nl Nlf/
The discrepancy between Ai and E(Ai) (which is also the discrepancy for
any other cd within a 2 X 2 table) can be tested relative to its variance
which, subject to .the fixed marginal totals-Nli, Nzf, Mlt, and Mrrris
given by V(A$ = NliiVz~MliM2i/T~~Ti
-1). The corrected chi square
with 1 degree of freedom ((Af-E(Af)J -K)2/V(A,) reduces in this case to
((AiDi-BfCi( -XTi)2(Tf - 1)/NliNZrMliMzi.This formula for the variance
of A, is obtained as the variance of the binomial variableNIPQ(P = Ml/T,
Q = M3/T), multiplied by a finite population correction factor (T-Nl)/
( T - 1) = N2/(T- 1). The earlier chi-square formula, which is ordinarily
used, essentially employs a finite population correction factor of N:/T.
There is thus a difFerence between the two chi-square formulas of a
kactor of (T- l ) / ~
which, though trivial for any single significance test
with respectably large T, can become important in the over-all significance test. I t is with the latter formula, just presented, that chi square
is computed as the ratio of the square of a de~iationfrom its expected
value to its variance.
The adjustment for control factors is at this point resolved for the resulting separate subclassifications. The problem of over-all measures of
relative risk and statistical significance still remains. A reasonable over-all
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significance test which has power for alternative hypotheses, where there
is a consistent association in the s ~ m edirection over the various subby
classifications between the disease and a study fsbtor, is
relating the, summation of the discrepancy between observation and
expectation tq its variance. The cdrrected chi square with 1 degree of
)
where E(At) and
freedom then becomes (IZA,L ~ E ( A1 -~x)'/zv(A,).
4
V(A$ are defined aa above.
The specification of a summary estimate of the relative risk associated
with a factor is'not so readily resolved as that for an over-all significance
test, and involves coqsideration of alternate approaches to a weighted
average of the a p p r o h a t e relative risks for each subclassification
(AtRt/B~Ct).
If one could wsume that the increased relative risk associated with a factor was constant over all subclassifications, the estimation
problem would reduce to weighting the sever,al subcl&sifiFation estimates
according to their respective precisians. The complex maxim& likelihood iterative procedure necessary for obtaining such a weighted estimate
would seem to be u.njustified, since the assumption of a constant relative
risk can be discarded as usually unten~ble.
Another possible criterion for obtahing a su~&ary astimate of relative
risk would involve weighting the risks for subclassXcation by "importance." A twofold increase of a large risk is more important than a
twofold increase of a small risk. An increased<risk foi alarge grpup is
more important than one for a mall group. do inoreased risk f ~ r ' ~ o u n ~
individuals may be more important than for older individuals with a
shorter life expectation. DifFiculties arise in attempte to weight relativa
risk by measures of importance. For one, the necessary information on ,
importance, in terms of the size of the populations affected qr in terms
of the absolute level of rates prevailing in the subgroups, is ,generally not
contained within the scope of the investigation. A problem in definition
of the precise terms of the weighted comparison also appears. Does
one want to adjust the risks of disease among persons with the factor to
the distribution of the population without the factor, or vice wrsa, or
adjust the risks for the populations with and without the factor to a
wmbined standard popqIation? These proced.ues, and the d8erent
phrasing of the comparisons which they entail, c ~ u l dyield Merent
answers. If only a small proportion of the populati~nwith the factor was
in a subcategory with a high relative risk, while most of the factor-free
population feu into this subcategory, and in other categories the relative
risk associated with the factor was less than unity, the factor would appear
to exert a protective influence under one set of weights but a harmful
effect under the o h .
Published instances of summary relative risks do not fall clearly into
either of the two categoees-weighting by precision or weighting by
importance. They do follow an approach usually e m ~ f o ~ in
e dage-adjusting inortality data. Since the relative risk for a single 2 X 2 table can be
obtained from the incidence of the factor m o n g diseased and well indi- \
viduala, the problem would appear translatable info terms of obtaining
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over-all, category-adjusted incidence figures. Direct or indirect methods
of adjustment can be,used, emplofng as a standard of reference the frequency distribution or rates corresponding to the sample of diseased
persons, of controls, or the diseased persons and c o n b l s combined.
While such adjustment procedures provide weighting by importance
in their customm~ryapplication to mortality rates, this is' not so & & h e
relative.risk situation. This may be illustrated in the following extreme
example. Suppose that in each of two subcategories the approximate
relative rkik for a contrast between the presence and absence of a factor
-id about 5, which arises in the first subcategory from contmsting 'percentages of 1 and 5, and in the second subcategory from contrastkg percentagea of 95 and 99. If these percentaged were based on equal numbers
of individuals, all methods of category adjusting would yield contrasting
adjusted summary percentages of 46 and 52, and a resultant relative risk
of slightly lw than 1.3. Some other approach for obtaining categoryadjusted relative risks would seem desirable. However, to the extent
that such extreme eituations are not encountered in actual practice, results
based on these more conventional adjustment procedures will not be
. grossly in error.
A suggested compromise formula for over-all relative risk is given b y
R = E(ADJTI)/Z(B,CdTI).Aa a weighted average of relative risks
this formula would, in the illustration given, yield the over-all relative
risk of 5 found in each of the two subcategories. The weights we of the
order NlJV2J(N1, N2$ and as such can be considered to weight approximately according to the precision of the relative risks for each subcbtegory.
The weights can also be regarded as providing a reasonable weighting
by importance.
An interesting property of this summary relatiye risk formula is that it
equals unity only when 2A.t = EE(A3 and hence the corresporlding
chi square is zero. From the fact that A,-E(A,) = (ADI-BICI)/T,,
it follows that when EA, = EE(A,), EAIDJTiwill equal EBICdTI,chi
square will be zero, 'and R will be unity. The chi-square significance test
can thus be construed as a signiscance test of the departure of R from unity.
Of $someother procedurea for measuring over-all rdative risks, the one
following also has the interesting property of being equal fo unity when
E(AI)= 2E(AI)and therefore subject to the chi-square test:
'

+

J'

'A"D'
E(A')EE(Di) where E(A,)=Nl,iUIJTt,E(BJ
R 1 = 2 ~ , zZE(BdEE(c,)
~

In this formula the numerator represents the crude value for the relative
risk, which would result from pooling the data into one table and ignoring
all s u b c l d c a t i o n on other factors. The denominator represanfs the
crude value for relative risk, which would have resulted from pooling in
the situation where all ralative risks within esch subclwification were
exactly unity. Readers familiar wifh the "indir8ct"method of corn-

puting standardized &aIity
ratios will recognize an analogy between
the "indirect" method and the above procedure.
The estimatar R1can be seen to have a bias toward unity. One reason
is covered (by the iUuatration dhich indicated that adjusted percentages
(or frequencies) do not yield an appropriate adjusted relative risk. In
addition, when either cases or controls have little representation in a
subcategory, there d
l be lack of cross-matching and little information
about relatiye risk, and $be observed cell frequencies and their expectsthe process of sumtions will be numeric& close. Such results *,in
mation used by the estimator, tend to force its value toward unity. This
weakness will not be too important if the degree of cross-matching is
roughly equal in the various subclassifications-an optimum goal one
would normally attempt to achieve. The bias will become more pronounced as the number of control factors increases and as the prospech
for good cross-matching become poorer.
We used the estimator R1 in a recent paper (87),knowing its potential
weaknesses. This was done to present resulh more nearly comparable
with those reported by other investigators using similarly biased .estimators. One set of results from this paper on lung cancer among women
illustrates the conservative behavior of estimator Rl compared with R, as
additional factors are controlled. The relative esk (Rl) for .epidermoid
and undifferentiated pulmonary carcinoma asbciated with smoking more
than one pack of cigarettes daily as compared to nonsmokers decreased
from 7.1 (controlled for age) to 5.6 (controlled for age and coffee consumption). The corresponding figures, with R as a measure of relative risk,,
were 9.7 and 9.9.
b
Computational procedures for R and Rl are presented in table 1, drawing
on material comparing smoking histories of wamen diagnosed as cases of
epidermoid and undifferentiated pulmonary carcinoma with those of female
controls. For simplicity in presentation only two smoking levels are considered-nonsmokers and smokers of more than one pack of cigarettes
daily. An extension of the significance testing procedures to the case of
study factors at more than two levels is discussed ater. The control
f a c k are age and occupation. The basic data are given in-the first 9
columps. Columns 10 and 11 carry t4e derivative .calculations required
for R; Columns 12 and 13 we used in the computation for R1 and for
the variance eatimate in column 14-the latter being needed for the chisquare test. Only columns 1 to 10, 12, and 14 would be nercessa;ry to
compute chi-square, R and R1. Column 13 is not essential for the computation of E(D) but simplifies computation of V(A), while providing, a
oheck on ECA). Colurnn 11serves as a check on 10 and 12.. A system
of checks and computations is outlined at the bottom of table 1. pot aU
the computations shown would ordinarily be necessary for an,analpis.
The corrected chidquare value of 30.66 (1 degree of freedom) would
indicate a highly significant association between epidermoid and undifferentiated pulmonary carcinoma and cigaretta smoking in women, after
adjusting for possible efFeefs connected with age or occupation. The

,

c o m p u t a t h for chi square and for summary meamuea of
~ndiflerenliakdpulmonarg cartinoma

TABLE1.-IUu3trdiDC

E ~dermoidu n b e rentiated
p-onary
carcinoma

"o
c
d
e

g

$3

as

3
a
1
+*a w I

Group

PI"'

S A

r(

A
(1)

Ctmez3 and wntrole

Controls

&

2b
Q

-'.

f?

*

4a

3
8 a
z" d d -dr( fd
B

,+
,

-1 a

s

N1
(3)

C
(4)

0
2
2 . 5
3
6
0
11

2
7
9
11

0
1
0
0

3
2
2
0

0
2
4
6

3
4
6
6

2
2

1
4
0
1

0
1
6
3

1
5
6
4

l8

46

D / Np

M1
(7)

T

M,
(8)

(2)
(5) (6)
-------(9)

under age 45
65 and over

under age 45

under age 45
65 and over

Total

1

7
24
49
42

7
25
49
42

0
3
3
0

9
29
65
53

9
32
58
53

6
18
23
1 1 1

8
20
25
12

6
4
4
1

6
20
27
17

11
24
31
18

3
1
1
0

10
12
19
15

13
13
20
15

4
5
1
1

10
13
25
18

14
18
26
19

13

236

31

282

-64

I

I249 I

313
6

Checks: Total discrepancy, Y, = EA - Z E ( A = E(1) - E(12) = 11.625
= ED
E&(D{ = E(5) - E(13) = 11.625
E(AD/T) E(BC/T) = E(10) - E(l1) = 11.625
E(15) E(16) =
E(17) E(18) = !&9%%%7="z49
Derivative computations: E$ B) = E(2
Y = 67.625
0 = E(41 Y = 24.625
E(AT/N;) = E(1) 2(1? = 94.960
E(BT/Nl) = E(2) E(18 = 218.040
E(CTIN3 = E(4) E(15) = 16.325
E(DTIN3 = E(5) E(16) = 296.675
b

++

- -

++ +
+++

value of R implies that the risk of t h y cancars is 10.7 times as great for
women currently smoking in excess of 1 pack a day than for women who
never used cigarettes., The value of Rl, 7.05, is almost identical with the
crude relative risk, 7.10, which results from pooling the data with no
attention to the control factora. The difference from the published Rl
value of 6.3 in (fl)arises from the 8xdusion in the fiustrative example,
of data for women currently smoking 1 pack a day or leas and for occssional or discontinued smokers.
The computation of three other summary estimates of relative riak ia
also outlined in table 1. The additional derivative computationa required ,'
for this purpose appear in columns 15 to 18.
three estimstes are;
based on a direct method of category adjusfment, that is, fhe use
standard distribution to which both the case and control distributiom
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reiative risk (R, R1, &, Rk and RJ rettatiag to the mon'artion of e p i h o i d and
in warnen with smoking histwy

Chi-square: Xa = (Idiscrepancy( - 0.5)a/2V(A) = (1 Yl - 0.5)a/2(14) = 30.66
Relative risk: R = 2(AD/T)/E(BC/T) = 2(10)/2(11) = 10.68
crude relative risk, r = EAZD/EBEC = 2(1)2(5)/E(2) 2(4) = 7.10
adjustment factor, f = zE(A)zE(D)/~E(B)~E(C)= 2(121:(13)/EE(B)ZE(C)
6

Note: ~ i ~ u r shown
es
are rounded from those actually calculated and consequently are
not fully consistent. Column totals and figures shown do not necessarily agree.

adjusted. If the distribution of diseased cases is taken as the standard
distribution to which the controls are adjusted, the estimator becomes

Estimator Ra was used by Wynder et d.in a study of the association of
cervical cancer in women with circumcision status of sex partners (16).
The merit of employing the cervical cancer case-distribution as the standard presumably rests on the fact that this distribution a t least would be
well defined by the study.

\
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If the distribution of control cases is t ~ k b nas standard the estimator
becomes
'

\

1VlfI

-C

If the combined distribution is taken as standard the estimator becomes

If any Nlf or Nzf should equal zero, the estimator R4 would not be
defined. R2is not defined for any zero-valued Nzf,and R3is not defined for
any zero-valued Nlf. I n these instances it would be necessary to exclude
the zero-frequency categories to define the estimators. The estimator Rl
retains these categories at the expense of greater bias toward unity. The
estimator R gives such categories zero weight, since they contain no
information about relative risk. The chi-square significance test gives
no weight to these categories.
While Rpis clearly a direct adjusted estimate of relative risk employing
the combined distribution as standard, R2 and R3 may be viewed alternatively as either direct or indirect adjusted estimates. The same estimates will result if a direct adjustment is made using the distribution of
cases as standard, or an indirect adjustment is made using the factor
incidence rates for controls as the standard rates.
I t may be noted that in the example used, the values for R2, R3, and R4
(7.14, 8.12, and 7.91, respectively) were roughly comparable to Rl, and
all were smaller than R. The example was selected because all the Nlf
and N2, values were non-zero, so that the values of R2, R3, and R4 were
all defined.
The over-all relative risk estimates are averages and as averages may
conceal substantial variation in the magnitudes of the relative risk among
subgroups. Ordinarily, the individual subcategory data should be examined, paying special attention to relative risks based on reasonably
large sample sizes. This will provide protection against the potential
deficiencies of any p.articular summary relative risk formula employed.
The over-all chi-square significance test in any case will remain appropriate
for detecting any strong general tendency for the risk of disease to be
associated with the presence or absence of the test factor.
The Matched-Sample Study
The matched-sample study previously described can be considered a
special case of the classification procedure with the number of classifications equal to the number of pairs of individuals. The status of pairs
of well and diseased individuals classified with respect to the presence or
absence of the suspect factor in each individual will be represented as

I

b

,

F, 6,H, or J in the followin&fourfold table. The meanings attached to
the marginal totab A, B, C,and D are the same as those in the first
schemafie represent ation.
Well individuals
I
With factor
Free of factor
Total

Diseased individuals
With factor Free of factor Total
F
G
C
H
J
D

B

A

4

N

In the absence of association between the disease and the factor, we
expect the same number of individuals with the factor to appear among
N ) to
both diseased and well individuals; that is, we expect A(=F
Q). This can occur only when Q = H and the statistical
equal C(=F
test is simply whether or not G differs significantly from 50 percent of
Q H. Q is tested as a binomial variable with parameter K, G H
being the number of cases. G thus has expectation g(G
N), variance
%(Q N) and the corrected chi square with 1 degree of freedom can
readily be shown to reduce to (IG - HI - 1)2/(G H).
~ r e a t i n gthe data as consisting of N classifications each with Nl, =
Nai = 1, T, = 2 and applying the previously described procedures will
lead to the same value of chi square. For F of the N classifications,
A, = 1, MI, = 2, M2, = 0, E(Ai) = 1, V(A,)= 0 ; for Q classifications
A, = 0, Mli = M2, = 1 , E(Af)= g, V(Ai)= %; for H classifications
At = 1, MI,= Mzi = 1, E(Ai) = X, V(Ai)= %; and for J classifioationq,
A, = 0, MIr = 0, Mar = 2, E(Ai) = 0, V(Ai)= 0. Thus, XA, = F H:
2E(Ar)= F X(U N), 2V(Ai) = K(G N), and the resultant corrected chi square can again be seen to be ((G-HI -1)2/(G N).
It is of interest to observe that the summary chi-square formula is
appropriate in the matched-sample case, even though the frequencies for
each of the separate subclassifications are small. Its appropriateness,
despite the small frequencies, stems from the fact that it is a test on a
summation of random variables, At, and thus tends to approach normality
rapidly, making the chi-square test valid, even though the individual
At's are not normally distributed. This property b f the chi-square
formula applies in the general classification as well as the matched-sample
situation. Only substantial lack of cross-matching in the general case
would tend to make the chi-square test invalid. It is also essential, of
course, that there be some appreciable variation in the presence or absence
of the factor under study.
It should be noted that in the matched-sample study with Ti = 2 for
each of the N pairs of individuals, the variances of the Ai's would have
been understated by a factor of 2, had T -1 been replaced by T in the
variance formulas, The usual formula for chi square does essentially
make this replacement, but it is usually of little consequence if T is of
any reasonable magnitude. The formulas for relative risk in the matchedsample study reduce simply to the following: R = HI#; Rl = Ra = R8 =

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

'

+

R4 = ADIBC.

+

+

+

+
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Study Factors at More Than Two Levels
The preceding liscusdion on the analysis ol retrospective d3ta- has been
in terms of the test factor under study taking only two values. This
framework ha9 sufficed for discussion of the underlying statistical ideas
and issues. In practice, the study factor will frequently take on more
than two, perhaps many, potential values. When the number of study
factor values is large, grouping can reduce them to manageable
proportions.
The need to consider only a limited number of classes for the study
factor stems from the fact that, when an association is anticipated, most
of the significant information about the association will come from the
results for the more extreme values of the study factor. While it is
efficient to concentrate attention on the test factor classes expected to
show the greatest differences in association with the disease, it is also
profitable to consider intermediate values for the test factor to seek
evidence for a consistent pattern of association. For example, in table 1,
a highly sign5cant difference between nonsmokers and women currently
smoking more than 1 pack of cigarettes daily was illustrated. Inclusion
of data for smokers of 1 pack or less a day showing results intermediate
between the other classes would have added little, if anything, to the
statktical significance of the results, and might actually lower it, if one
made an over-all test of the differences among the three smoking .,lasses.
However, the observation that the intermediate smoking class does, in
fact, show an intermediate relative risk contributes to sn orderly pattern
and increases our confidence in the conclusions suggested by the data fir
the remaining two classes.
For any two particular test-factor levels, the relative risk for one over
the other may be calculated using only the data pertaining to those two
levels or by using the results for all test levels. In the formulas previously given for R, Rl, Ra, Ra, and R4, the difference between the two
calculating procedures is simply one of setting the values of Nl,, Na,, and
Ti = Nli Na, in terms of number OFcases and confrols occurring at
the two study-factor levels only, or defining them in terms of total number
of cases and controls in the entire study. -When total cases and controls
are used in defining NLi,N2(,and Ti, it can be shown that for R1, I&, Ra,
and R4 the various relative risks wiU be internally consistent with each
other. If the relative risk for the first level is twice that for the second
level, which ia turn' is twice that for the third level, then the relative risk
for the first level wili be four times that of the third. These exact relationships do not hold for R as an estimator of relative risk, and a somewhat
sophisticated extension of the formula for R would be required to secure
this property.
The problem of obtaining a summary chi square when the study factor
is at more than two levels is complicated by the fact that the deviations
from expectation a t the various study-factor levels are intercorrelated.
When there are but two levela, the two deviations will have perfect negative correlation, and attention need be directed to only one of the devia-
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tions. Irrespective of the number of levels, a t any one level the deviation
from expectation among diseased persons will be equal, but opposite in
sign, to the deviation from expectation among coctrols, so that attention
can be confined to the deviations for diseased persons.
The probl m can be stated as one of reducing a set of correlated deviations into a summary chi square. Table 2 applies this process for obtaining a summary chi square to the study of the association of epidermoib
and undifferentiated pulmonary carcinoma in women and maximum
cigarette-smoking rate, classified into three levels, after adjustment for
age and occupation.
The general expressions for the expectations and variances of the
number of cases at a particular test-factor level are given in the lower
right section of table 2. Also shown is the expression for the covariance
between the number of cases a t two different test-factor levels. Since
the total of all the deviations is zero, one would in general need the variances of, and covariances between, the number of cases a t all but one of
the levels. The number of covariance terms will rise sharply as the
number of test levels are increased. At 3 test levels, there are 2 variance
terms and 1 covariance term, while a t 10 test levels, there. would be 9
variances and 36 covariance terms of interest.
For the general case the burden of computation couId be heavy. After
all the necessary computation for the deviations, their variances and
covariances, there would still remain the problem of converting these,
presumably by matrix methods, into a summary chi square. Since the
retrospective problem will normally involve only a limited numbq of
test-factnr levels, precise procedures will be given onlx for the three-l&el
situation, and approximate procedures outlined for the general case.
The exact computation procedure for the three-level case is detailed
in table 2. Lines (I), (2)) and (4) show the total observed and expected
frequencies and variances of the number of cases (and controls) at each
of the three smoking-rate levels, after adjusting for age and occupation.
These are the summary totals Over each subdassification obtained by
application of the formulas appearing in table 2.
Lines (5) and (6) give the chi squares corresponding to the total deviation from expectation at each of the smoking-rate levels. The chi squares
in line (5) are corrected for continuity. They relate to the daerence
of the particular level to which they apply, from the two other levels
combined. Following the usual practice of making no continuity corrections when chi squares with more than 1 degree of freedom are under
considera-tion,line (6) shows the uncorrected chi squares.
The computing procedure of table 2 takes advantage of the fact that,
since the sum of the deviations from expectation is zero, the variance
of the third deviation must equal the sum of the other two variances
plus twice the covariance for the h t two deviations. The covariance
of the f i s t two deviations is readily obtained as illustrated and is used
in calculating the summary chi square. The summary chi square is
obtained as the sum of squares of two orthogonal deviates, with each

TABLE
2.-Illustrative computation of summar chi square, when there are 8 levela for study factor.

I

The data relate to the association of epidermoid
and undi erentiated vulmonaru carcinoma i n women with smokino historv

d

14- Pack cigarettes daily
EpidermoidundffferConentiated . trols
pulmonaryl
carcinoma 1

( 1 Pack or less
of cigarettes I Occasional or nonsmokers 1
daily

EpidermoidTotal undifferControls
(EMl) entiated
pulmonary
I
1 oarcinoma 1

EpidermoidTotal undifferControls
@ M a ) entiated
pulmonary
I
1 carcinoma 1

Total

Epidermoidundiff
erTotal entiated
(EM3: pulmonary
carcinoma
I
(EN11

Controls
(EN21

Total
,( T )

( 1 ) Total observed frequena
0188.

......................

( 2 ) Total expected frequenoies, adjusted for age and occupation ..................
(3) Total deviation from expectation ( 1 ) - ( 2 ) ..........
( 4 ) Variance of total observed frequencies, subject. t o
fixed marginal totals in each
age and occupatioa group. ..
(5) Individual corrected chi
e uares ( l Y I - O . 5 ) f / V . . .....
Individual uncorrected
chi squares Ya/T7........,.

(8

..

For the general, ituaticm
the total expected caae
frequency a t the jth level
of a test factor ,
Z NliMii/Ti
i

he variance of the total

case frequency ia
NlJVaiMji( T i - Mii)
Vi=
T?(Ti-.l)
The covariance of the total
case frequencies at test
levela j and k is
NliNaiMiiMki
T?(Ti-1)
The index of summation, i,
represents the various
subclassifications into
which the reaults are
divided
For 3 test levels only, Gince
Y 8 = - ( Y l + Y 2 ) , it follows that Va= V l V 2 + 2
Covariance ( Y l ,Yz)

-F

( 1 1 ) 'Summary chi square ( 2
degrees of freedom)
x: Z b d . ) . .............
'
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qvare adjusted for its own variance. The first deviate squared is -imply
the uncorrected chi square at the first level in line (6)-the variance of
the deviate remaining as initially calculated. The second deviate is the
deviation a t the second level adjusted for its correlation with thc first
deviation [adjusted Y2 = Ya- bal Yl ; btl = covariance (Yl, Y2)lvariance
Yl)]. The variance of the adjdsted second deviate is the initial value
reduced by that portion of the variation ac0ounted for by the first devilA
ation {Var. (adjusted Y2) = variance Ya-covariance2(Yl,Ya)/variance
Y1)I.
In the present instanqe the summary chi square with 2 degrees of
freedom is 28.43 [line (ll)]. This presumably is close to the chi square
with 1 degree of freedom which would have obtained had only the two
most extreme smoking classes been compared. If one examines the
individual uncorrected chi squares [line (6)], their total is found to be
45.55, the maximum individual figure being 23.42. It wiU necessarily be
true that the summary chi-square value will lie between the largest aj the three
chi sqwres and their totul. At almost any reasonable probability level these
limits would be su$kknt to establish statistic& signifiance without further
calculation. In our companion paper (27)this rule s d c e d in almost all
instances to separate the significant from the nonsignificant results.
Comments on Extensions to More Than .ThreeFactors

Two procedures can be suggested for getting approximate summary
chi squares, when there are a large number of levels for the test factors,
without the burden of computation that the exact method would enkil.
Both methods calculate the approximate summary chi square as a sum of
squares of approximately orthogonal standardized deviates.
In the first method one computes an uncorrected chi square with 1degree
of freedom for the difference of the h t level from all the remaining levels
combined (the same first step as in the illustration for the three-level case).
Discarding the data from the h t level, a second chi square is computed
for the difference between the second test-factor level and the remaining
levels combined. This is done successively up to and including the last
two remaining levels. The approximate summary chi square is then the
sum of the separate chi squares with the number of 'degrees of freedom
being one less than the number of test levels.
Exactly orthogonal standardized deviates would be obtained if, in the
summary analysis, as each successive total deviation from expectation
were evaluated, it was adjusted for ib multiple regression on the preceding
deviations, and then standardized by the adjusted variance. This, of
course, would no longer be a simplified approximate procedure. However,
it can be shown that for a single classification, in the multiple regression of
any deviation from expectation on any subset of deviations, the regression
coefficients will all be equal; the multiple regression on the set of deviations
will be the same as the simple regression on their sum. The equality of
regression coefficients, while holding true exactly for deviations in the
separate subclassifications, will hold only approximately for the total
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deviations from expectation (it would hold exactly if equal numbers of
individuals were observed from,level to level a t each subclassification).
Nevertheless, this rosult suggests that approximately orthogonal deviata
would be obtained if, in evaluating each successive total deviation, it were
adjusted for the cumulative total of deviations already evaluated. Computing procedures to accomplish this can readily be devised.
Both approximate chi-square procedures just outlined, which may have
merit when more than three groups are being compared simultaneoudy,
should, in theory, yield linear combinations of independent chi squares.
While testing the chi-square values obtained as though they were exact
is not likely to be fioo inappropriate, it may be more correct to obtain a
modified number of degrcs of freedom, along the lines suggested by
Satterthwai te (47) for problems involving such linear combinations.
What the modified number of degrees of freedom would be has not been
investigated by us, and it may prove as easy to apply the exact chi-square
procedure, indicated later, as to determine the appropriate degrees of
freedom for the approximate chi square.
If is of interest that a somewhat similar task of obtaining an appropriate
summary chi square appears in the birth-order problems described by
Halperin (48). There, it was necessary to compare a set of total observations (across family sizes) with a set of total expectations, one for each
birth order. Halperin described a matrix-inversion procedure for reducing
the set of correlated deviations into a summary chi square. In that
problem
it can be shown that all the regression coe5cients are equal in
the multiple regression of the deviation a t a particular birth order on the
set of deviations at all succeeding birth orders. The second approximate
method described previously for the present problem could thus be used
exactly for the birth-order problem, permitting simplified computation of
chi square. The procedure indicated by Halperin has the advantage of
generality and could be applied to the current and related problems, if
one obtained all the necessary variances and covariances and inverted
the resulting matrix.
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